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Abstract— Many users do not maintain their systems and
hence these systems remain vulnerable. An evidence for this
is given by the German Honeypot Project that identified from
November 2004 to January 2005 over 100 active botnets, some
with up to 50 000 compromised hosts. To efficiently protect
users’ end-systems we propose the operation of a network-based
intrusion prevention overlay network that analyzes network flows
only for relevant attacks. This paper presents an approach
to gather network-based vulnerability information necessary to
appropriately configure the intrusion prevention overlay network. The approach proposed reduces the false-positive rate by
following the principle of demand-driven intrusion prevention.
We demonstrate the feasibility of the approach by conducting a
proof-of-concept experiment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Users and administrators are very slow in applying fixes
to vulnerable systems [24]. Many private and professional
users are not sensitive to security vulnerabilities affecting their
own machines or they are just overstrained patching these.
Furthermore, many users believe that they will never become
the target of an attack, due to irregular on-line times, changing IP-addresses or having the perception that their system
or data, respectively, is not of value for potential hackers.
Unfortunately, this is not true: the W32/Blaster worm [5]
which started on August 11th 2003 exploited a vulnerability
that had been known for four weeks. Actually, since July
16th 2003 Microsoft had provided a patch in order to fix the
flaw. But still, the worm could diffuse itself in a manner such
that Symantec classed it as category 4 (severe threat, global
distribution). The Internet worm Netsky-P was responsible for
17.5 % of all virus incidents that were registered in the first
six months of 2005 although it was spotted the first time in
March 2004 and an effective protection against it has been
made available at the end of that month [27]. Another proof
is given by the German Honeypot Project [23] which studied
and observed botnets—networks consisting of compromised
hosts—from November 2004 to January 2005. Botnets were
used to launch 226 distributed denial of service attacks targeted
at 99 different destinations throughout this period. The project
identified over 100 active botnets, some with up to 50 000
compromised machines.
An Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) has the ability to
detect attacks and prevent them from being successful. It

combines the blocking capabilities of a firewall with the more
thorough packet inspection of an intrusion detection system
(IDS). An important metric to assess an IPS is accuracy [7],
[18], [22]: the capability of an IPS to differentiate between
legitimate and illegitimate actions (aka false positive rate). A
false positive occurs when:
• an IPS thinks that the inspected network traffic belongs
to an ongoing attack although current activity is benign
or
• an IPS correctly identifies an attack but the attack is nonthreatening or not applicable to the site.
Axelson identified the base-rate fallacy [2], saying that the
effectiveness of an IDS is determined by the ability of the
system to suppress false alarms. With respect to IPSs the
false positive rate is critical: as harmless packets that trigger
a false alarm are filtered and hence, valid communications
are interrupted or even stopped. Moreover, IDSs are known to
produce large amount of alarms per day, most of which are
irrelevant to the overall security of a network [16], [26]; this is
also valid for IPSs as they use the same set of attack detection
techniques.
In this paper we extend our previous work on F IDRAN
which is a network-based intrusion prevention overlay network
on top of programmable routers [13]. With this architecture,
intrusion prevention services can be dynamically distributed in
the network such that the impact of doing intrusion prevention
on the network performance is minimized [12]. This paper
describes how to identify the required intrusion prevention
services and how this information is used to limit the security
checks. The approach proposed reduces the false-positive rate
and accelerates the decision process of whether an attack is
currently taking place.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The traditional approach to reduce the false positive rate of
an IDS is to manually update and configure it. For example, to
appropriately operate the open-source IDS Snort, a user must
configure environment variables (IP addresses, TTL values,
etc.), preprocessor behavior (e.g. how to decode URLs), output
module and the set of attack rules that the packets are checked
for—a task too difficult for most users.
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Another set of approaches uses the alarm-/alert-correlation
technique which combines alerts that are created by multiple
IDSs [6], [14], [19]. The assumption is that a real attack would
be identified by more than one IDS. Accordingly, alerts can
be collected, pre-processed (e.g. transformation into a readable
format as the alerts stem from varying IDSs) and aggregated
into significant high-level alarms.
Julisch argues that each alarm that is triggered by an IDS
can be backtracked to a limited set of root-causes [15]. He
proposes an offline alarm clustering and data mining process
which allows to identify the root causes. Both mentioned
concepts of alert correlation are not applicable to IPS as they
contradict the requirement for performance.
A promising approach to reduce the false positive rate is
to incorporate network knowledge into the decision process
of whether an attack is taking place, as proposed in [17],
[25], [26]. For example, an ongoing IIS-specific attack targeted
against an Apache web server is not relevant, since the targeted
end-system is not vulnerable to this exploit. The proposed
approaches have in common that they do not use the gathered
network knowledge to configure the systems. Instead, the
knowledge is incorporated at the output of the intrusion
detection/prevention system, after the generation of an alarm.
As a consequence, each intrusion detection/prevention system
performs all possible security checks, many of them unnecessary. Vulnerability information could be used to reduce the
amount of security checks.
III. F IDRAN AND D EMAND -D RIVEN I NTRUSION
P REVENTION
F IDRAN is designed to be operated in an Autonomous
System (AS) which is a part of the Internet that is under
the control of a single administrative entity—for example a
university or an enterprise. An exemplary AS is depicted in
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Figure 1, it consists of a number of routers Ri that connect
several subnetworks Nj to each other and to the Internet
through the Boarder Gateway Router (BGR). A subnetwork
consists of a varying amount of different end-systems. Each
router in the AS can either be of passive or programmable
nature which are part of the intrusion prevention overlay
network. For protecting the end systems, there has to be at
least one programmable router on the path between potential
attackers (Internet and all subnets) and each subnet.
Demand-driven intrusion prevention makes use of the fact
that most attacks require the existence of one or multiple
concrete vulnerabilities to succeed. For example, the Code
Red attack exploits a buffer overflow that exists in certain versions of Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS). In our
approach, an intrusion prevention service provides protection
against attacks exploiting a concrete vulnerability. Flows to an
end-system are only analyzed by intrusion prevention services
that protect against attacks that could actually harm it. In this
way, our approach reduces the amount of signatures for which
each flow is checked. This reduces the rate of false positives, as
we explain next. Let pi be the probability of falsely classifying
a packet as malicious for signature i (false positive rate of
signature i). (1 − pi ) is then the probability of correctly
classifying the packet, and (1 − p1 ) · (1 − p2 ) · · · · · (1 − pN )
the probability that a benign packet is correctly classified by
N signatures. The false positive rate for N signatures is then
1−

N
Y

(1 − pi ), 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.

(1)

i=1

Independently of the values of pi , the product decreases for
increasing N and the false positive rate increases accordingly.
For this, knowledge of the relevant end-systems and their
vulnerabilities is a mandatory requirement and, since networks
vary over time, that knowledge must be continuously gathered
automatically (Section III-B).
A. The F IDRAN Architecture
This section briefly describes the F IDRAN architecture (cf.
Fig. 2); for a detailed discussion we refer to [13]. The framework consists of core components which run permanently
and of add-on components, the intrusion prevention services.
The system is designed such that a dynamic reconfiguration

at runtime (insertion and deletion of intrusion prevention
services) is possible. The core functionality comprises traffic
selector, security policy, control/management module, network
scanner and a varying amount of waiting queues. Intrusion
prevention services are stored on a central server, the service
repository (SR). In addition, the programmable routers provide
the capability to securely communicate with each other.
All network traffic is redirected to the traffic selector,
which—according to the rules specified in the security
policy—assigns the traffic to one of the categories: forward,
process or drop. Traffic that is assigned to the category
forward is directly forwarded and not analyzed by any installed
intrusion prevention service. Traffic selectors running on last
programmable hops (e.g. router R7 in Figure 1 is the last
programmable hop for subnetworks N5 and N6 ) are assigned
to do egress filtering: network packets originating from a
subnetwork of the AS must have a corresponding IP source
address otherwise they are dropped. Analogously, the traffic
selector running on the BGR is doing ingress filtering.
The security policy instructs the traffic selector how to
queue which network traffic of category process and it specifies which traffic must be analyzed by which security services.
In addition, the security policy contains a list of valid destination addresses (see Section III-D). The management and
the control modules are responsible for the configuration of
the F IDRAN system. The management module is the interface
between the overlay network of programmable routers and the
F IDRAN system, and it is able to trigger the download of a
security service from the SR. The control module coordinates
the downloaded security services. In order to realize a demanddriven intrusion prevention system, the required security services for a specific set of destinations are concatenated and
stored in a service process chain. A process chain is a linked
list of security services with an unique identifier that is
composed of IP-address(es), protocol and port(s). A security
service can be part of one or more process chains. Once the
chains are set up, the control module takes a packet from
one of the waiting queues, inspects it, and forwards it to the
appropriate process chain.
B. Gathering Network Knowledge
Since most attacks exploit one or multiple concrete vulnerabilities that are specific to an OS or application, it is essential
to identify:
• the AS-topology,
• the reachable end-systems:
– distance between Internet and end-system,
– running OS and applications,
– amount of traffic that is destined to an end-system
This information enables to specify both the intrusion prevention services requested by each end-system, and all placement
possibilities for each service. The distance between Internet
and an end-system is used to filter packets that would not reach
its destination (based on the TTL). Further, the amount of
traffic that is destined to an end-system is required to optimally
deploy the intrusion prevention services [12].

Generally, three techniques exist to gather vulnerability
information: active scanning, passive fingerprinting and cooperation. An active vulnerability scanner sends specifically
crafted packets to well defined addresses and evaluates the
replies. The scanner either operates in an intrusive or nonintrusive manner. The former technique identifies the vulnerabilities of an end-system by actually exploiting them. On the
one hand the results gained are accurate but on the other hand
this might result in an application-/system-crash. In contrast,
a non-intrusive network scanner identifies a vulnerability on
the basis of the type and version of a running application.
Consequently, the results produced by a non-intrusive network
scanner are not as accurate as the results of an intrusive
one, but normal network operations are not affected by it.
Moreover, the gathered vulnerability information is only as
current as the latest scan and accordingly, the questions arise
when and how often to scan? In addition, an active scanner
creates traffic for the purpose of identifying end-systems.
Considering, large networks this might result in a huge amount
of scanning tasks.
The passive fingerprinting technique uses a network interface card (NIC) in promiscuous mode to sniff the network.
It does not collide with normal network operations but it is
impossible to predict the point of time when all end-systems
of a network will be identified. End-systems that do not
communicate cannot be detected by the passive fingerprinting
technique even though those systems are potential victims.
The cooperation technique requires a consent between endsystems and network analysis tool. One approach is that
each end-system runs a small application that registers at the
analysis tool and subsequently, it provides the analysis tool
with the required knowledge in terms of operating system and
running applications. In a second approach, the network analysis tool logs into the end-systems and gathers autonomously
the relevant data. Therefore, the end-systems provide a login
to the network analysis tool. The advantage of the cooperation technique is accuracy. Operating system and running
applications—including version number and patch level—are
precisely identified. But not all users feel comfortable about
either running a small network analysis client application on
their machines or providing a login to the network analysis
tool.
In our context, the gathering of vulnerability information
must occur in an accurate and non-intrusive manner. An accurate identification of the end-systems’ vulnerabilities allows
for an adequate protection and further, normal network operations must not be disturbed. Finally, the knowledge gathering
process must be able to consider networks dynamics like:
• Varying amount of reachable end-systems due to variable
online times; for example a special purpose server is
expected to be permanently reachable whereas a private
end-system might only be connected to the Internet for a
short period of time (changing IP address),
• Varying end-system configuration: an end-system might
become vulnerable due to the start of a new application
for which an exploit exists or a patch is applied to an

end-system eliminating a set of security holes.
The issue of Network Address Translation (NAT) is currently
not addressed. But in some cases—depending on the operating
systems of the hosts—it is possible to identify the number of
systems that are located behind a NAT box [3].
C. Gathering Vulnerability Information
Our network analysis includes three functional parts. First,
the BGR calculates the AS-backbone using the routing tables
which can be polled via SNMP of all the routers of the AS.
Second, an active scanning component is regularly started on
all programmable routers to discover and analyze the endsystems of the AS. Finally, to catch changes, last hop traffic
selectors scan the network traffic for new destination addresses
(IP-address, destination port) that lie within the IP-address
range of the AS.
Initially, the BGR analyzes how the routers of the AS are
connected with each other. At system startup it requests the
routing table of all routers of the AS. On the basis of these
routing tables and the assumption of symmetric routes, it
calculates the AS-backbone using Algorithm 1. The algorithm
starts by identifying the children of the BGR which are
the next-hop routers towards the AS’s end-systems. For this
purpose, the routing tables of all routers of the AS are searched
for default routing entries (aka default routes). Normally, the
default route points towards the router that has a connection
to the Internet. Take the following entry as an example:
Destination
0.0.0.0

Gateway
192.168.50.1

Genmask
0.0.0.0

...
...

Interface
eth1

The default route tells the routing daemon to send all IPpackets that have not yet been routed to the next hop via
interface eth1, which is specified via the gateway entry
(192.168.50.1). In case that the default route lists the BGR
as gateway, the router is directly connected to the BGR and
is its child. This children identification process is successively
repeated for all routers in the AS. To identify more generic
AS topologies, topologies that cannot be modeled by a tree,
a slightly modified version of Algorithm 1 is applied to
analyze how the subnetworks are connected with each other.
Finally, the BGR triggers the programmable routers next to
subnetworks to scan the corresponding IP-address range.
D. Host Profiling with Respect to Network Dynamics
Each programmable router is supplied with an network
scanning component which is used to discover and analyze
end-systems. To do so, the scanner sends specifically crafted
packets to the addresses specified by the BGR and evaluates
the replies (see [10], [11]). The local security policy stores
all reachable destination addresses—tuple IP-address, port
number—of the corresponding subnetwork in a hash-table.
Afterwards, each programmable router sends its results to
the BGR which combines them to an overall map of the
AS, showing running end-systems and their configurations.
The AS-map is used by the BGR to calculate an optimal
distribution of the intrusion prevention services, as described
in [12]. Then, the BGR triggers the programmable routers to

program buildnetwork
Parameters:
routerlist; // Routers of the AS - first entry is BGR
1.) Init
router r = routerlist.first;
2.) Identify the children of r
for(allRouters of routerlist)
for(allInterfaces of router)
for(allRoutingEntries of interface)
if((routingentry == defaultroute) && (gateway == r))
r->addchild(router)
3.) Goto next router in routerlist
r = r->next
4.) Identify the children of router r
Goto step 2
end buildnetwork

Algorithm 1: Specifying the AS-Backbone

install the required intrusion prevention services and to remove
those that are no longer requested according to the newly
calculated optimal distribution.
To address network dynamics—the vulnerability information represents the view of the last scan—the network analysis
process is bipartite. On the one hand the active scanning
process is repeated in regular intervals to update the AS
map and security policies. On the other hand, to immediately
catch changes, the last hop traffic selectors scan the downlink
network traffic for new destination addresses. Whenever one
is detected, the traffic selector triggers the BGR to actively
scan it. Afterwards, the BGR updates the security policies.
IV. A C ASE S TUDY
To assess the feasibility of our approach we implemented
a Linux-based F IDRAN prototype including a collection of
pattern-searching intrusion prevention services—using algorithms Aho-Corasick and Boyer-Moore-Horspool (a modified
version of the original Boyer-Moore algorithm) in combination
with the attack rule database of the current Snort release
(containing over 6,000 attack signatures). The intrusion prevention services, the control module, the traffic selector and
the queuing disciplines were implemented as loadable kernel
modules, whereas management module and network scanner
run in user-space. For the latter we used the network scanner
Nessus-3.0.2 [8] as it performed well in a comparison of
existing vulnerability scanners [9], [21]. Moreover, Nessus
provides an overall amount of 10, 000 security checks which
are updated each day.
To specify the amount of intrusion prevention services that
are required to protect a typical user’s end-system, a host
running Microsoft’s Internet Information Server on a Windows
XP Professional operating system—patched with Service Pack
1—was scanned. Nessus provides several output formats, but
all of them are inappropriate for an automated evaluation.
The output for two exemplary security holes is shown in
Vulnerability 1 and 2.
Several approaches to name vulnerabilities exist and most
of them are supported by Nessus. The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures list [1] provides the most comprehensive
index of standardized names for vulnerabilities. Microsoft

results|192.168.100|192.168.100.68|epmap (135/udp)|11890|
Security Hole|
A security vulnerability exists in the Messenger Service
that could allow arbitrary code execution on an affected
system. An attacker who successfully exploited this
vulnerability could be able to run code with Local System
privileges on an affected system, or could cause the
Messenger Service to fail. Disabling the Messenger Service
will prevent the possibility of attack.
This plugin actually checked for the presence of this flaw.
Solution : see
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/.../ms03-043.mspx
Risk factor : High
CVE : CVE-2003-0717
BID : 8826
Other references : IAVA:2003-A-0028, IAVA:2003-a-0017,
IAVA:2003-b-0007

Vulnerability 1: CVE-2003-0717

uses its Security Bulletin ID to name Windows-specific vulnerabilities. Further examples, are Bugtraq- and IAVA-ID.
But unfortunately, none of them is exhaustive: For example,
Vulnerability 1 is stored in the CVE list (CVE-2003-0717)
but Vulnerability 2 is not. Hence, to automatically configure
the F IDRAN overlay network a script parses and extracts the
Nessus report for security holes.
To follow the principle of demand-driven intrusion prevention two types of intrusion prevention services were implemented:
• intrusion prevention services containing all Snort attack
signatures that compromise a concrete vulnerability—
the vulnerability is clearly identified via the Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) number, and
• intrusion prevention services containing all Snort attack
signatures to protect a concrete application—the application is identified via its name.
A Nessus plugin checks for the presence of one or multiple
concrete vulnerabilities and in most cases they are reported
via the corresponding CVE numbers. Accordingly, if all
known vulnerabilities of an application have a CVE-number
assigned then the vulnerable application can be protected by
the intrusion prevention service that contains all CVE-specific
results|192.168.100|192.168.100.68|microsoft-ds (445/tcp)
|12209|
Security Hole|
Synopsis :
Arbitrary code can be executed on the remote host due
to a flaw in the LSASS service.
Description :
The remote version of Windows contains a flaw in the
function DsRolerUpgradeDownlevelServer of the Local
Security Authority Server Service (LSASS) which may allow
an attacker to execute arbitrary code on the remote host
with the SYSTEM privileges.
A series of worms (Sasser) are known to exploit this
vulnerability in the wild.
Solution :
Microsoft has released a set of patches for Windows NT,
2000, XP and 2003 :
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/.../ms04-011.mspx
Risk factor : Critical
/ CVSS Base Score : 10
(AV:R/AC:L/Au:NR/C:C/A:C/I:C/B:N)
Other references : IAVA:2004-A-0006

Vulnerability 2: LSASS-specific

attack signatures. Otherwise, if Nessus reports at least one
vulnerability that does not possess a CVE number then the
vulnerable application is protected by the intrusion prevention
service containing all application-specific attack patterns, even
if that application also has CVE-named vulnerabilities. In this
way, at least for some applications, the number of attack
signatures can be significantly reduced and consequently the
false positive rate (see Equation (1)).
To verify the principle of demand-driven intrusion prevention we conducted a proof-of-concept test. We setup a small
testbed consisting of three Pentium III 800 machines:
1) host-1: the victim, running Windows XP, SP1, IIS
2) host-2: the programmable router
3) host-3: the attacker
All packets originating from the attacker and destined to the
victim are routed via the programmable router and, initially,
no F IDRAN system was running on the programmable router.
To attack the victim we used the Metasploit framework [20]
which is an open-source platform for developing, testing, and
using exploit code. With Metasploit it can be demonstrated that
an attacker is able to execute arbitrary code on the victim.
The successful attack exploits the vulnerability described in
Microsoft’s security bulletin ms03-026 (superseded by ms03039). In detail, the victim is running a vulnerable implementation of the RPC interface which can be compromised by
an attacker to execute arbitrary code. Worms like Blaster,
Nachia or Welchia used, among others, that security hole to
gain access to end-systems.
Next, F IDRAN was started on the programmable router and
Nessus identified the following vulnerabilities:
1) CVE-2003-0717: A security vulnerability exists in the Messenger Service that could allow arbitrary code execution on an
affected system
2) CVE-2003-0818: ASN.1 parsing vulnerabilities, arbitrary code
can be executed on the remote host
3) CVE-2003-0715, CVE-2003-0528, CVE-2003-0605: RPC interface buffer overrun, arbitrary code can be executed
4) CVE-2005-0048, CVE-2004-0790, CVE-2004-1060, CVE2004-0230, CVE-2005-0688: Arbitrary code can be executed
on the remote host due to a flaw in the TCP/IP stack
5) CVE-2005-1984: Arbitrary code can be executed on the remote
host due to a flaw in the Spooler service
6) CVE-2005-1206: Arbitrary code can be executed on the remote
host due to a flaw in the SMB implementation
7) CVE-2004-0212: A remote code execution vulnerability exists
in the Task Scheduler, arbitrary code can be executed on the
remote host (task scheduler).
8) CVE-2006-0034, CVE-2006-1184: A vulnerability in MSDTC
could allow remote code execution.
9) CVE-2005-2119, CVE-2005-1978, CVE-2005-1979, CVE2005-1980: A vulnerability in MSDTC could allow remote code
execution.
10) No CVE number: Arbitrary code can be executed on the remote
host due to a flaw in the LSASS service.

This list would lead to the installation of 19 CVE-specific
and 1 application-specific intrusion prevention services. But
multiple CVE-specific intrusion prevention services contain
the same set of attack signatures, so that the total number of
services to install is actually 11. For example, vulnerabilities

CVE-2003-0715, CVE-2003-0528 and CVE-2003-0605 (item
3 in the listing), the ones exploited in the attack, require
one and the same intrusion prevention service, containing two
attack signatures. F IDRAN automatically loaded the demanded
intrusion prevention service; repeated attack attempts failed as
F IDRAN recognized and filtered the attack. A default configured Snort system would check at least 76/810 signatures for
each TCP packet addressed to the victim’s destination ports
135/445—leading to a much higher false positive rate. Of
course Snort could also be manually configured like F IDRAN,
but that would require checking the applicability of each of
the 886 rules by hand, and then keeping it up-to-date—clearly
a much more expensive and time-consuming task for a single
security hole.
Altogether, nine out of ten detected vulnerabilities can be
protected by F IDRAN. It fails to protect the task scheduler
(Vulnerability 7 of the above listing) because Snort does not
provide adequate attack patterns (neither for CVE-2004-212
nor for the Task Scheduler application).
V. S UMMARY
In this paper we presented an intrusion prevention overlay
network that autonomously gathers network knowledge to
configure itself. Regular active scans are used to discover
running hosts and identify their vulnerabilities; in addition,
new hosts/applications are immediately identified by traffic
selectors on the look out for new destination addresses. The
information gathered is then used by F IDRAN to place the
required intrusion prevention services—each service provides
protection for a concrete vulnerability or application—in front
of the end-system that need them. The principle of demanddriven intrusion prevention reduces the amount of security
checks that are performed per flow and, as a consequence,
reduces also the overall false-positive rate.
Based on a concrete vulnerability, we demonstrated that
F IDRAN is able to protect against known attacks which
exploit a vulnerability that can remotely be identified. The
protection provided by the F IDRAN overlay network is limited
by the availability of adequate protection mechanisms and
the capability of the integrated network scanner to accurately
identify vulnerabilities: end-systems remain vulnerable in case
that the network scanner fails to identify security holes (false
negatives), and superfluous intrusion prevention services are
installed in case that Nessus reports vulnerabilities that actually do not exist (false positives). Unfortunately, identifying all
false negatives is not possible per definition. Nevertheless, a
more thorough study of the accuracy of Nessus would identify
false positives.
Finally, an upcoming creation of vulnerability signatures—
signatures that matches all exploits of a given vulnerability [4]—facilitates the matching between vulnerability and
defense mechanism.
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